Hair in the Community
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Despite the long hours, and the commute in from his
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Essex home, Paul Michaelides is one of the lucky few

Small local businesses give the area an allure that
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One of the businesses contributing to E11’s character

Not only has he slotted in, he has become an important
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part of the Wanstead community. You see, Wanstead
Hairdressers is much more than just a barbershop. For
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Situated on Woodbine Place, Wanstead Hairdressers is

many it is a meeting place, a community centre with a

actually just off of the high street proper. However, with

difference, where some of Wanstead’s more eccentric
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Michaelides, apart from a brief spell as an office, there
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Although he lives a bit further afield these days, Paul still
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has been a hairdresser’s on the same site for the best part
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